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1. Last Remarks
AGENDA: Status of the project and who is going to do what.
INFO: Stefano worked on restore password feature. It is currently under testing. And he will also collect
every information (located at drive in separate files) to create the installation document.

INFO: Robert is not going to change anything about the interface, therefore his task is checked as
done.

TODO: REST-API will be removed because it is not needed for final product.
INFO: Stefano will also deliver the final product until the deadline 23rd Friday.
TODO: Robert is assigned to last week’s report. He is going to create the document after the meeting.
TODO: Robert will talk with Sebastian about the licensing and a text related to licenses will be added to
every source code.

INFO: Sebastian is still in Sweden and he is able to help to museum if they want to use the system.
INFO: Prof Di Nitto said that for final grading you are required to give the information about how the
grades will be distributed among you.

IDEA: It is discussed that grades can be distributed evenly between team members who has been
participating to the project as much as it is possible. However, if someone has not accomplished this
criteria (according to the team), it should be considered not to fair to give everyone same grade.
Regarding this, Valerio seems to have significantly less contributing work compared to others. That’s
why it is proposed to give him fewer percentage while the others get evenly distributed grades.
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TODO: The above idea is going to be discussed with the others who were not present at the meeting.
DONE: The meeting is finished with a small party with applauds and music (New World Sound &
Thomas Newson - Flute (Original Mix))

CONCLUSION: It was a pleasure for all of us to work with each other. Hope to see you again. Keep in
touch through Skype.
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